PragmaDev starts its annual on-line survey on software modeling technologies and their usage.

Paris - France - March 9th, 2015 - PragmaDev starts its 2015 on-line survey on software modeling technologies and their usage on its web site. This survey is open to anyone interested by the topic and all participants get a chance to win an iPad mini.

The last few years the number of modeling technologies has dramatically increased, vertically to address different aspects of the development process (requirements, architecture, specification, design, test), as well as horizontally to address different domains (telecom, automotive, avionic). Shall the software be considered critical, shall it comply to a standard, or shall it be certified, modeling is of growing interest. The objective of that survey is to understand how these technologies are used and try to forecast the upcoming trends in that area. Results will be published on-line and for free at the end of the first quarter.

About PragmaDev
PragmaDev is a privately held company based in Paris France that provides a set of modeling and testing tools for the development of event driven software: "Real Time Developer Studio" and "MSC Tracer". Real Time Developer Studio targets all development teams working on communicating systems with a unique combination of standard languages. The MSC Tracer is an on-line or off-line tracing tool generating live sequence diagrams.

Real Time Developer Studio provides three levels of modeling: informal, semi-formal, and fully formal modeling. While informal modeling is mainly used for documentation, the most advanced level of modeling allows simulation, prototyping, verification, full code generation, debug on target, and test of the model.

PragmaDev has established partnership with key players in the real time domain. Customers include Airbus, Renault, Alcatel-Lucent, ST-Ericsson, the French Army, the European Space Agency, Toshiba, Korean Telecom, and LG Electronics.

PragmaDev and Real Time Developer Studio are registered trademarks of PragmaDev.
All other names mentioned are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective companies.
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